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A CLOCKWORK WEB: CIRCADIAN
TIMING IN BRAIN AND PERIPHERY,
IN HEALTH AND DISEASE
Michael H. Hastings, Akhilesh B. Reddy and Elizabeth S. Maywood
The hypothalamic suprachiasmatic nuclei (SCN) are our principal circadian oscillator,
coordinating daily cycles of physiology and behaviour that adapt us to the world. Local versions
of the SCN clockwork are also active in peripheral, non-neural tissues, driving the tissue-specific
cycles of gene expression that underpin circadian organization. These local oscillators are tuned
to each other, and to solar time, by neuroendocrine and metabolic cues that depend on the
SCN. The discovery of these local circadian clocks forces a re-appraisal of established models of
circadian biology. It also presents new avenues for therapeutic intervention in conditions where
disturbance of circadian gene expression is an important cause of morbidity.
CIRCADIAN DAY/
CIRCADIAN NIGHT

A notation of biological time,
applied when organisms are in
temporal isolation, devoid of
external timing cues. The full
circadian cycle is divided into 24
circadian hours, with circadian
time (CT) 0 corresponding to
subjective dawn, and CT12
subjective dusk. For nocturnal
rodents, therefore, the onset of
locomotor activity at CT12
marks the start of circadian
night.
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In his Herbal Treatise of 1632, John Wren described
the daily flows of the four humours — fluids that were
considered to govern human nature. Whilst blood
‘…reyneth for 6 hours from 9 o’clock in the night ’till
3 in the morning…’ cholic, melancholy and phlegm
followed on in series, each being in the ascendant for
six hours (FIG. 1a). Although the biochemical validity of
the humours might be doubted, Wren’s view of an
inexorable, repetitive order to our internal lives
governing daily cycles of mood, intellect and physical
ability chimes with modern concepts of circadian
neurobiology. Circadian rhythms are daily cycles of
physiology and behaviour that are driven by an
endogenous oscillator with a period of approximately
(circa-) one day (diem)1,2. Their expression continues
(free-runs) when subjects are temporally isolated, with
the oscillator defining predicted CIRCADIAN DAY AND NIGHT
and organizing our biology appropriately to prepare
for their contrasting demands. In humans, the most
obvious circadian rhythm is the cycle of sleep and
wakefulness3. In circadian day our physiology is given
over to catabolic processes to facilitate engagement
with the world, whereas at night anabolic functions of
growth, repair and consolidation predominate. These
intermeshed programmes establish an internal temporal order that optimizes our biological machinery.
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For example, as evening progresses, our body temperature falls and melatonin is secreted to facilitate sleep
(FIG. 1b). Sleep onset is accompanied by increased
secretion of growth hormone and prolactin, whereas
before dawn, circadian activation of the adrenocorticotropic axis prepares us for the physical and mental
demands of awakening4.
Clearly, Wren was not too far off the mark, and he
also recognized that circumstances that interfere with
this smooth cyclical operation carry a severe cost. In
lower organisms, competitive growth experiments
show that genotypes with circadian periods that
match the light–dark cycle enjoy a fitness gain relative
to individuals with faster or slower clocks that cannot
‘tune in’ so well to the temporal environment5. In our
modern ‘24/7’ society, the social and commercial
pressures that oppose internal temporal order are a
growing source of circadian stress and are implicated
in the aetiologies of chronic illnesses such as cardiovascular disease (CVD) and cancer6,7. Unravelling the
clockwork and the mechanisms by which it governs
circadian physiology will add to our understanding of
a fundamental aspect of cellular organization. It will
also facilitate the development of strategies to ameliorate conditions where the severity of illness and/or
therapeutic efficacy carry a strong circadian bias.
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bHLH-PAS PROTEINS

Transcription factors
characterized by a basic
helix–loop–helix (bHLH) motif
that facilitates DNA-binding and
dimerization, and PAS
protein–protein interaction
domains that facilitate
formation of heterodimeric
complexes. They are
characteristically involved in
developmental events and
adaptation to the environment.
RORE DNA SEQUENCES

Regulatory DNA sequences that
are a target for retinoic acid
receptor-related orphan
receptors (ROR) — nuclear
proteins with homology to
retinoic acid receptors. The
typical ROR element in the
circadian system has the
nucleotide sequence AGGTCA.
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Figure 1 | A brief history of circadian time. a | Detail from
John Wren’s Herbal Treatise (1632) describing the daily ebbs and
flows of the four humours that we would now recognize as
circadian (courtesy of P. Redfern, University of Bath, UK and
M. Hansen). b | A contemporary view of circadian organization in
which a hypothalamic pacemaker, in the suprachiasmatic nuclei
(SCN), communicates through various neural and endocrine
links to drive and/or synchronize rhythms in peripheral physiology
and behaviour. This ensures that as individuals progress through
the regular 24-h cycle of sleep (grey shading) and wakefulness,
their metabolism is adjusted accordingly to anticipate the
demands and opportunities of the solar day. ANS, autonomic
nervous system. Modified, with permission, from REF. 151 
(1998) BMJ Publishing Group Ltd. c | Cell-autonomous circadian
time-keeping reflected in the spontaneous firing rate of an
isolated SCN neuron in culture. Modified, with permission, from
REF. 16  (2000) Elsevier Science.

DNA E-BOX SEQUENCES

Regulatory DNA sequences that
enhance transcription by
providing a target for
transcription factors, including
bHLH-PAS proteins. They are
involved in cell division,
differentiation and apoptosis.
The typical E-box in the
circadian system has the
nucleotide sequence CACGTG.
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The SCN as our body clock

The SCN are the ‘head ganglion’ of the circadian timing
system8. They are remarkable structures, able to express
in vitro sustained circadian cycles of electrical firing,
cytosolic Ca2+ concentrations9 and gene expression10 that
underpin the circadian organization of the individual.
Recordings from single dispersed SCN neurons reveal
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that the circadian timing mechanism is not an emergent
property of the SCN neuronal network. It is cell
autonomous, with individual SCN neurons able to
define and express their own circadian time (FIG. 1c). The
γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA)-containing neurons of
the SCN are segregated into a dorsal ‘shell’, characterized
by vasopressin (AVP) expression, and a ventral ‘core’
where the neurons contain vasoactive intestinal polypeptide (VIP)11. Both divisions innervate a range of targets.
Multi-synaptic links through the hypothalamic
paraventricular nucleus carry circadian outflow to the
adrenocorticotropic axis and to autonomic ganglia that
innervate the viscera12, whereas innervation of the
dorsomedial hypothalamus contributes to circadian
control of the orexin/hypocretin system, which consolidates wakefulness13. This circadian control of rest/activity
cycles involves paracrine signalling: secretion of transforming growth factor-α (TGFα)14 and prokineticin-2
(PK2)15 by the SCN is implicated in activity regulation.
Other circadian outputs, such as melatonin and
corticosteroid secretion, depend on the integrity of
‘hard-wired’ neural connections12.
In the SCN, GABA acts as a primary synchronizing
signal among SCN neurons16. In addition, the VIP neurons of the core act through the VIP receptor subtype 2
(VPAC2), which is highly expressed across the SCN. In
VPAC2-deficient mice, circadian activity/rest cycles are
severely disrupted, and circadian cycles of gene expression, including AVP, are attentuated across the SCN17.
This is accompanied by a reduction in spontaneous firing
in SCN slices, and loss of the circadian rhythm of
electrical activity18. So, although isolated individual SCN
neurons can act as autonomous circadian clocks, if
the balance between VIP, GABA and other signalling
pathways is disturbed, the core oscillator is disabled.
Clock genes and circadian oscillation

How might an individual neuron sustain a 24-h oscillation? The identification of mammalian homologues of
genes encoding the circadian clockwork of Drosophila
supports a model of interlinked transcriptional and
post-translational feedback loops in which complexes of
the protein products of ‘clock’ genes enter the nucleus
and suppress transcription of their cognate genes8 (FIG. 2).
The negative components of the loop are the products of
three Period (Per) and two Cryptochrome (Cry) genes. Per
and Cry messenger RNAs peak in the SCN in mid-to-late
circadian day, regardless of whether an animal is nocturnal or diurnal19. Per and Cry proteins peak about 4 h
later, when they form stabilizing complexes that allow
them to enter the nucleus and suppress gene expression.
The engine of the clock, against which Per/Cry complexes act, is transcriptional activation of Per and Cry
expression by heterodimers consisting of the basic
helix–loop–helix (bHLH)-PAS PROTEINS Clock and Bmal1
(MOP3). Clock mRNA and protein are constitutively
expressed in the SCN20, whereas Bmal1 mRNA expression
peaks in the middle of the circadian night. This delayed
expression of Bmal1 depends on Rev-erbα, another
gene that is controlled by Clock/Bmal1 (REFS 21,22).
The Rev-erbα protein peaks in late subjective day, and
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Figure 2 | The molecular feedback loops that define circadian time. a | In neurons of the
suprachiasmatic nuclei (SCN), three interlocked streams of rhythmic gene expression sustain
circadian timing. In the core oscillation, E-box-mediated activation of genes (including Per and
Cry) by Clock/Bmal heterodimers in early circadian day is inhibited in late circadian day by nuclear
accumulation of Per/Cry complexes, thereby closing an oscillatory negative feedback loop. The
subsequent circadian cycle of expression is initiated when Per/Cry levels decline, the rate of
which is sensitive to the phosphorylation status of Per. Rev-erbα is a negative regulator of Bmal1
and is expressed in phase with Per and Cry. It establishes a positive feedforward loop that,
through disinhibition, drives expression of Bmal1 in antiphase to the negative factors. This
contributes to the initiation of the new cycle of gene expression and enhances the core oscillation
by segregating the intervals of peak transcriptional drive by Clock/Bmal and peak negative
feedback by Per/Cry. The third molecular stream is the circadian expression of clock-controlled
genes (CCGs), the ultimate arbiters of metabolic rhythms throughout the organism. One
characteristic phase group of CCGs are regulated through E-boxes and are sensitive to the
alternating balance of Clock/Bmal and Per/Cry activity, so they are driven in phase with Per. A
second cluster of genes (not shown) are driven by RORE sequences, are sensitive to negative
regulation by Rev-erbα and so are expressed in phase with Bmal1. Downstream cascading
effects of some of these CCGs will direct the expression of further gene clusters to appropriate
circadian phases, thereby completing the temporal programme. b | Circadian expression of
mPer1 mRNA (line) and nuclear immunoreactivity (bars) in mouse SCN. Expression of mRNA
peaks in mid circadian day when protein levels are low, and declines as protein levels peak and
initiate negative feedback at the end of circadian day. Only when the nuclear protein is cleared at
the end of circadian night does mRNA expression start again. Circadian time (CT) 0 indicates start
of circadian day; CT12, start of circadian night. Shaded bars represent previous light/dark cycle.
Data for CT0–CT10 are double-plotted for clarity. Modified, with permission, from REF. 20  (2003)
Blackwell Science. c | Representative coronal in situ autoradiographs of mouse forebrain (scale
bar, 2 mm) depicting mPer1 mRNA signal in SCN (arrow), and corresponding high-power images
(scale bar 200 µm) of SCN immunostained for mPer1. Circadian day is characterized by high
mRNA expression and low protein levels, whereas at night high nuclear protein levels are
associated with attenuated gene expression. V, third ventricle; OC, optic chiasm.

acts through RORE DNA SEQUENCES in the Bmal1 promoter to
delay Bmal1 expression until late circadian night.
Although Clock/Bmal1 complexes bind to target DNA E-BOX
SEQUENCES at all phases of the cycle, activation of gene
expression is associated with circadian-gated chromatin
remodelling by histone acetylation23. During the negative
feedback phase, Per/Cry complexes associate with
Clock/Bmal1, histone acetylation is blocked and gene
expression is suspended.
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The feedforward regulation of Bmal1 expression
interlocks the positive and negative phases of the molecular cycle, ensuring that the interval of maximal transcriptional drive, mediated by a surge in Clock/Bmal1
activity, coincides with the low point of negative feedback. Equally, as negative feedback by Per/Cry begins,
transcriptional drive is starting to wane. This alternation
provides the contrast enhancement that is necessary to
sustain robust, high-amplitude oscillations24. Although
other oscillatory systems, such as somite development25,
use cycles of gene expression to trigger periodic events,
such cycles are rarely longer than a few hours. In the
SCN circadian loop, the component parts, such as
protein accumulation and degradation, are drawn out
to produce a 24-h cycle that can sustain oscillation indefinitely. Identification of the key features of this temporal
tuning remains an important goal.
Mutations of core clock genes are associated with
altered stability, amplitude and/or period length of
activity cycles, and, where tested, with altered circadian
rhythms of electrical firing of the SCN in vitro8 and
sleep patterning in humans26–29. Mutations of factors
outside the loop that affect stability of the proteins also
alter clock speed. For example, hypophosphorylation of
Per2, either because of a mutation of the casein kinase
(CK1ε) enzyme in the tau mutant hamster30 or because
of a mutation of the phospho-acceptor site of human
PER2 in subjects suffering from familial advanced sleep
phase syndrome (FASPS)26, shortens circadian period by
2–4 h. In FASPS, this is accompanied by advances of
sleep onset and wakening, core body temperature
minimum and onset of melatonin secretion31.
Phosphorylated Per is degraded by the ubiquitin–
proteasome system32, and in Drosophila mutations of
slimb, a gene that encodes a component of the ubiquitin
ligase complex, disrupt circadian control of activity
cycles by perturbing Per clearance33. As the influence of
cellular mechanisms on the properties of the core loop is
better defined, the boundaries between clock genes and
non-clock genes are becoming less clear.
Clock input and output

Circadian time in the SCN is entrained to the solar day
by glutamatergic innervation from the retina, principally
to the SCN core11. Conventional retinal signalling
through rods and cones might be sufficient but is
not necessary for entrainment, and another putative
photoreceptive system based on melanopsin, a homologue of a photoreceptor in amphibian skin, has been
implicated34,35. Melanopsin is expressed in a sub-population of retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) that project directly
to the SCN and other sites, mediating non-imageforming photoreception36. When isolated in culture,
these RGCs depolarize in direct response to light.
Knock-out of the melanopsin gene in mice attenuates
circadian and other subliminal responses to light in
vivo37, and in the absence of melanopsin the ‘circadian’
RGCs lose their intrinsic photosensitivity38. This
establishes these RGCs as an important input to the
clock and implicates melanopsin in the circadian
phototransduction cascade.
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Figure 3 | Per::luciferase transgenes reveal a diversity of tissue-based circadian oscillators.
a | Circadian Per1-driven luciferase activity in rat suprachiasmatic nuclei (SCN) recorded in vitro is
sustained for weeks75. b | This rhythm can also be monitored in situ in a transgenic mouse through a
fibre-optic probe directed at the SCN152. c | Spontaneous cycling of Per::luc in culture also reveals a
local oscillation in rat lung10. d | Having dampened after a few cycles in vitro, the lung oscillator can
be reactivated by a change of medium (arrow)79. e | The phase of the liver circadian oscillation is set
by feeding schedule: the peak in the liver of animals subject to restricted feeding (RF) is advanced
relative to that of rats fed ad libitum. The bars on day 0 denote light schedule before the animal is
killed and the tissue removed79. f | Fibroblast cell lines also contain a circadian oscillator based on
rhythmic activity of Per2 that can be activated by serum shock22.

Exposure to light during circadian night increases
the firing rates of SCN core neurons39. Simultaneously,
gene expression in the core SCN is activated through a
Ca2+-dependent kinase cascade, ultimately inducing
genes carrying Ca2+/cyclic AMP response elements
(CRE), including Per1 and Per2, accompanied, as in the
spontaneous cycle of Per induction, by chromatin
remodelling by histone acetylation8,40,41. Several hours
after light exposure, the core neurons show a sustained
elevation of spike frequency, and electrical and/or
paracrine signals spread to the SCN shell where further
Per induction occurs42. With prolonged light exposure,
Cry is also induced43. Consequently, the spontaneous
cycle of gene expression across the SCN is regularly
adjusted as dusk light delays the loop by inducing Per as
it spontaneously falls, whereas dawn light prematurely
activates Per expression, advancing the clock44. These
adjustments maintain periodicity at exactly 24 h. They
also match the circadian cycle to seasonal changes in
daylength because as dawn and dusk move apart
in spring, the duration of Per expression in the SCN
lengthens45–47, thereby incorporating a calendar into the
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clock. The oscillator is also sensitive to imposed changes
in the rest/activity cycle, as manifested in shift-workers.
This non-photic resetting is mediated by neuropeptide Y
(NPY) innervation of the SCN from the thalamus, and a
serotonergic input from the raphe nuclei. In contrast to
the effect of nocturnal light, which elevates Per levels,
these non-photic pathways suppress Per expression in
the circadian day, advancing the molecular oscillation to
a more nocturnal phase48–50.
The entrained oscillator imposes temporal order
within and beyond the SCN through the regulated
expression of clock-controlled genes (CCGs). These
sit outside the core loop but undergo periodic tran
scriptional activation and repression by Per/Cry
complexes. The clock-controlled secretory peptides AVP,
PK2 and TGFα contribute to extracellular signalling,
controlling behavioural and neuroendocrine cycles.
Other CCGs encode transcription factors, such as
albumin D element-binding protein (Dbp) and the
basic helix–loop–helix proteins Dec1 and Dec2, which
coordinate downstream cascades of circadian gene
expression8,51. Pk2 and Dec1 are also acutely upregulated
by nocturnal light and so might contribute to the entrainment of the clockwork or mediate the direct effects of
nocturnal light on physiology, such as acute suppression
of melatonin biosynthesis. Nocturnin is a CCG that
encodes a deadenylase enzyme52. It is expressed rhythmically in the SCN, eye and many peripheral tissues of
mouse53, and might facilitate mRNA degradation in the
core loop or in output pathways, thereby contributing to
rhythmic gene expression at a post-transcriptional level.
Autonomous peripheral oscillators

Recognition of the SCN as the primary circadian oscillator led to a model in which the periphery was totally
dependent on the SCN to define circadian intervals and
establish internal temporal order. The retina seemed to be
the only other structure capable of intrinsic circadian
oscillation in the adult mammal, but this simply involved
local housekeeping functions. However, the identification
of the clock genes was followed by observations that have
challenged this hierarchical view. In Drosophila, per is
expressed with a circadian rhythm in the excretory tissue
of the Malpighian tubules, and rhythmic accumulation of
nuclear Per persists in tubules cultured in vitro where it
can also be entrained by light–dark cycles. This shows that
the tubules contain an intrinsically light-sensitive circadian clock54. Experiments in which a luciferase reporter
gene was used to monitor Per expression in isolated organ
explants showed that many other components of the fly’s
body also contain autonomous, light-sensitive circadian
clocks, assembled from the same gene products as the
‘master’ oscillator55. These local clocks are functional, for
example driving a circadian rhythm of olfactory sensitivity in the antennae that probably mediates aspects of
social entrainment in flies56,57. Lower vertebrates also
show dispersed organization of the circadian timing
system: explants of zebrafish heart and liver tissue, and
even zebrafish cell lines, show circadian clock gene
expression that is directly entrainable by light acting
through a local photoreceptor58.
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Mammalian clock genes are also expressed rhythmically in peripheral tissues, although sustained circadian
expression is lost in SCN-lesioned animals59, and the
period of circadian activity/rest cycles restored by SCN
grafts is determined solely by SCN genotype, rather
than by peripheral genotype60,61. This indicates that the
SCN are the sole origin of circadian structure.
Surprisingly, though, when a mammalian fibroblast cell
line is grown to confluence, halting cell division, and is
stimulated with a high concentration of serum, the
acute induction of Per1 and Per2 is followed by several
circadian cycles of expression of these clock genes and
known CCGs62. The fundamental circadian properties
of the neural oscillator of the SCN — acute induction of
Per and sustained circadian gene expression — are
apparently shared with a ‘simple’ cell line. It remains
unclear whether the measurable rhythms of gene
expression represent de novo induction of a previously
quiescent oscillator in every cell, or synchronization of
previously active oscillators across the population
of cells62. Nevertheless, the relevance of this observation
was demonstrated by using tissue from rats carrying a
mouse Per1::luc transgene (FIG. 3). As in Drosophila, there
were spontaneous circadian rhythms of luciferase activity
in various organs in culture including liver, lung, kidney
and several brain regions outside the SCN. The cycles
dampened after 2–7 days, but could be reinitiated by
serum shock or medium change10, and although not
light entrainable, these local oscillators are essentially a
replication of the SCN machinery. For example, cultures
of embryonic fibroblasts from mutant mice show rhythmic phenotypes in vitro equivalent to the rest/activity
cycle of their donor63,64: knocking out Per1, Cry1 or Cry2
alters the circadian period of the cells, whereas knocking
out both Cry genes renders the cells arrhythmic.
Local versions of the SCN clockwork based on
rhythmic Per expression are therefore present in many
peripheral tissues. A crucial difference from the peripheral clocks of lower species is that mammalian tissue
clocks are not intrinsically light sensitive and so, in vivo,
will rely on the SCN for entrainment to the solar day
and perhaps to each other. These peripheral oscillators
also contain additional, tissue-specific factors. Circadian
expression of Per2 in the forebrain depends on Npas2
(MOP4), a paralogue of Clock that can also dimerize
with Bmal1 and drive gene expression through E-box
sequences65. In the vasculature, complexes in which
Bmal1 dimerizes with either Clock or Npas2 drive circadian gene expression66, whereas in other peripheral
tissues, Bmal2 (MOP9 or CLIF) is expressed in up to
nine tissue-specific isoforms, and dimerizes with Clock
to drive CCGs67. Precise details of the internal sequence
of the core loop also vary between tissues. In the periphery, clock genes tend to peak about 4–8 h later than in the
SCN, and in the liver, peak expression of Cry1 relative to
the other clock genes is further delayed because of a
local action of Rev-erbα on the Cry1 promoter23. In liver
from Rev-erbα-knockout mice, the peak of Cry1 expression is advanced to the phase that it occupies in other
tisues. In the pituitary pars tuberalis, Per and Cry expression are even more divergent, being linked to circadian
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dawn and dusk, respectively68. These local variations on
the core loop offer scope for local fine-tuning of the
clockwork, and present specific targets for therapeutic
management.
Tissue-specific circadian programming

Given that the core oscillator seems to be active in many
tissues and is ‘hard-wired’ into cellular function, it is
important to know how many genes it drives, and how
much peripheral circadian expression varies. DNA
microarrays indicate that beyond the core loop, about
5–9% of the transcriptome is under circadian control in
the liver, with a similar proportion in the heart and
in the SCN22,59,69,70. The complement of rhythmic genes
differs, though, with less than 10% likely to be common
to any two tissues; and where genes are common, they
are genes close to the core loop, such as Dbp, and at the
top of a transcriptional cascade with local, tissuespecific targets. The common, Per-based oscillatory
mechanism is used to drive tissue-specific output
programmes that are matched to local needs.
Consequently, across the body, a large proportion of the
genome is probably subject to circadian regulation.
In any single tissue, rhythmic genes are clustered into
phase-typical groups, notably CCGs activated in phase
with Per and an anti-phasic cluster that peaks in
phase with Bmal1 (REF. 22). These common phases reflect
shared regulatory mechanisms: for example, the genes
expressed in the liver in phase with Bmal1 are enriched
for RORE sequences and regulated by Rev-erbα.
Clusters of CCGs that are activated by Clock/Bmal acting
on E-box sequences have been identified in fibroblasts71
and mouse liver, and their expression is downregulated in
Clock-mutant mice69. Surprisingly, many non-rhythmic
genes are also up- or downregulated by the Clock mutation, indicating either that Clock has non-circadian
roles or that the circadian oscillator is necessary for the
regulation of non-rhythmic genes. A complete decoding
of the circadian programme for a particular tissue
has not yet been achieved, but it is likely to involve
both generic and tissue-specific regulatory factors and
DNA sequences.
The genome-wide programmes of circadian gene
expression provide a template with which to understand
the circadian physiology of a particular tissue. The transcriptional clock regulates key, often rate-limiting,
enzymes. In the liver, these include proteins that are
involved in the metabolism of glucose, proteins and
lipids, and in vesicular trafficking. Interestingly, circadian
transcription of numerous cytochrome P450 (Cyp)
enzymes, which are important in steroid metabolism
and detoxification, has been observed in both mammals
and Drosophila, indicating that temporal aspects of their
regulation are highly conserved and, by implication,
important for their function. In the liver the same clock
output protein, Dbp, drives expression of both Cyp7a,
a key factor in bile acid production, and Cyp2a4, which
is involved in steroid metabolism. Through a single
output, therefore, the core loop orchestrates circadian
timing in different metabolic pathways. Glutathione
S-transferases (GSTs) are another family of enzymes that
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Box 1 | Peripheral circadian clocks, cell cycle and cancer
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topoisomerase II-α — an essential factor in mitosis and an important target for chemotherapeutic agents — shows a
pronounced circadian cycle in human rectal epithelium141. This gating of the cell division cycle by local circadian oscillators
has considerable importance for cancer therapy, not least in defining optimum daily intervals for intervention142,143. For
example, circadian-modulated chemotherapy is more effective than constant infusion, enhancing the efficacy of surgical
intervention and improving survival of patients with metastatic colorectal carcinoma144. Circadian regulation of the cell
cycle is also important for tumour progression because tumours have their own endogenous circadian clock that
rhythmically expresses core clock genes that are synchronized to the host129. Destruction of peripheral circadian
organization in the host and tumour, either by ablation of the suprachiasmatic nuclei (SCN)145 or by exposure to irregular
light/dark cycles129, accelerates tumour growth (part a). For example, growth of transplanted Glasgow osteosarcoma (blue)
and pancreatic adenocarcinoma (yellow) tumours is accelerated in mice bearing lesions of the SCN compared with intact
mice (part a modified, with permission, from REF. 145  (2002) Oxford University Press).
Equally, disruption of the core clockwork by mutation of Per2 increases the susceptibility of mice to spontaneous and
irradiation-induced tumours146 (part b, modified, with permission, from REF. 146  (2002) Elsevier Science), and impaired
circadian function is associated with a poor prognosis in cancer patients142. The proto-oncogene c-Myc might be one route
through which circadian (dis)order affects tumour cell division. It is a clock-controlled gene that is downregulated by
Npas2/Bmal1 through E-box sequences in its promoter, and is released from this inhibition by Cry. c-Myc is de-repressed in
the liver of Per2 mutant mice, and expression of its target, the tumour suppressor Gadd45a, is markedly attenuated146,
leading to increased genomic instability. Therefore, disruption of both the core loop and circadian physiology might
contribute to the increased incidence of tumour initiation and progression in Per2 mutant mice147. The disruptive effect of
circadian disorder — disabling physiological checkpoints in tumour progression — is highlighted by epidemiological
studies of breast cancer, in which long-term shift work is associated with an increased risk of 10–60% (REFS 148–150).
The putative relationships between circadian timing, cell cycle and tumour progression are shown in part c. In normal
tissues, cellular proliferation is gated by circadian factors, arising from local tissue-based clocks, and more general circadian
physiology, synchronized by signals from the SCN. The cell cycle in tumours is also subject to negative regulation by
circadian factors, derived from autonomous clocks in the tumour, which are in turn entrained by the host circadian system,
and by peripheral clocks in healthy local tissues. Disturbance of circadian structure either locally or systemically across the
organism will relieve this gate and accelerate tumour progression. Identification of factors mediating circadian suppression
of tumour growth will facilitate development of novel therapeutic approaches.

are involved in detoxification, and Gstt2 transcription is
also circadian. Reduced levels of GSTs are correlated with
an increase in some solid tumours, and it is possible that
chronic disruption of the circadian transcription of these
enzymes in the liver could increase susceptibility to
environmental carcinogens (BOX 1). Equally, circadian
cycles of liver and kidney metabolism might contribute
to the established circadian patterns of toxicity for agents
such as antibiotics and cytotoxic factors72, and in other
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clinical contexts, for example in treating narcotic
overdose, or for long-term survival of haemodialysis
patients73,74.
A resonant network of peripheral clocks

The emerging view is that peripheral physiology is tightly
regulated in time as a consequence of recurrent daily
waves of differential gene expression that underpin a
tissue-specific metabolic programme. The ability of
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peripheral tissues to sustain autonomous cycles emphasizes the universality of circadian programming to cellular
physiology, but raises another important issue. The old
view had the periphery as a blank sheet, awaiting signals
from the driving pacemaker of the SCN to oscillate and
establish temporal organization. But is the SCN principally a coordinator, a time signal to otherwise independent, self-sustaining peripheral clocks? In both cases,
ablation of the SCN would lead to a loss of circadian organization at the level of the individual’s physiology, but for
different reasons: either because in the absence of the SCN
the clock mechanisms wind down and become inactive,
or because the component oscillators lose coordination
and temporal definition is lost. Equally, the reported loss
or attenuated amplitude of circadian patterning of gene
expression in the liver and other peripheral tissues of
SCN-lesioned animals might reflect an averaging effect
of pooling samples from a population of rhythmic but
desynchronized individuals59, rather than a real loss of
circadian cycles in the periphery of each individual.
In favour of the ‘SCN-as-driver’view, Per1::luc rhythms
that are reported by the transgene from peripheral
tissues dampen rapidly in vitro over 3 to 6 days10, whereas
cultures of the SCN continue to show a high-amplitude
rhythm over that interval, consistent with electrophysiological evidence of sustained SCN oscillation75. On the
face of it, therefore, the SCN is a more robust clock, and
the dampening of the peripheral oscillator highlights its
inadequacy once deprived of SCN-defined circadian
time. However, the dampening in peripheral tissues
might in part reflect uncoupling among individual oscillatory cells rather than a loss of individual cellular
rhythms within the tissue. In this case one special feature
of the SCN might lie in strong coupling between its
component cellular clocks (possibly mediated by GABA
and VIP), rather than in particular properties of the core
molecular loop per se. By extension, the in vivo role of the
SCN would be to ensure that multiple tissue-based
oscillators retained synchrony, rather than to sustain
them. Real-time analysis of in vitro circadian activity in
individual SCN and peripheral cells will resolve this issue.
In addition, the progressive dampening observed in vitro
might be a feature of the transgenic construct, which uses
mouse sequences in the environment of rat peripheral
tissue. More representative homotypical reporters,
embedded in and driven by endogenous regulatory
sequences, should reveal new features of peripheral cyclicity, and perhaps a more robust circadian mechanism.
But in vitro studies alone will not clarify the role of the
SCN in circadian physiology, not least because establishing tissue cultures from SCN-lesioned animals might
initiate oscillation in otherwise quiescent tissues. Realtime in vivo analysis of tissue-specific luciferase or other
reporter activity, similar to that currently used to monitor
tumour growth, will be necessary to resolve this issue. Is it
possible to observe sustained circadian gene expression in
the peripheral tissues of SCN-lesioned animals that are
held in temporal isolation and, if so, do these rhythms
run independently, tissue by tissue, or is there evidence of
synchronization in the absence of SCN cues? It is entirely
possible that the consequences of SCN lesions vary for
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different tissues, depending on whether they are
‘hard-wired’ into the SCN, or regulated indirectly:
rhythms such as activity/rest cycles, core body temperature and pineal melatonin secretion, which can be monitored in individual animals, do not survive SCN ablation.
Tissue oscillators that are regulated by more indirect
routes, for example the food-entrainable oscillator
(see later discussion), might have far greater
autonomous properties.
Whatever the answer, in the intact animal the peripheral oscillations clearly depend on the SCN to set their
phase and maintain their amplitude, but the autonomous ability of the periphery to establish its own
circadian structure argues against a simple master–slave
hierarchy, and more in favour of a resonant network. This
resonant network holds tissues reciprocally in a tight
temporal order, enabling local circadian time to be
defined continuously and precisely, maintaining local
rhythmic functions and anticipating physiological
demands with only intermittent input from the SCN.
Local clocks will allow individual tissues to respond
differently to generic SCN signals, and to filter and
modify temporal cues that are embedded in SCN signals
for transmission onwards to other structures. By analogy
with the SCN, where the response to light is enhanced at
night, the tissue-specific clocks probably upregulate
entrainment pathways in anticipation of SCN-dependent
signals, and the acute induction of Per by serum shock
or medium change in peripheral tissues might represent
the same resetting event as retinally-mediated, photic
induction of Per in the SCN.
Synchronization of peripheral clocks

Potential routes for internal synchronization are varied,
but one over-riding factor is feeding. Spontaneous
feeding in nocturnal rodents reflects the SCNdetermined rest/activity cycle, but when access to food is
experimentally restricted to a few hours during circadian
day, nocturnal animals become active in anticipation of,
and during, that interval. This behaviour and its accompanying physiology have many characteristics of a
circadian oscillation, but are independent of the SCN.
Restricted feeding does not alter the circadian molecular
cycle of the SCN, which remains faithful to solar time,
and food-anticipatory behaviour survives SCN
ablation76,77. However, restricted feeding does advance the
in vivo circadian rhythms of gene expression in the liver,
kidney, heart and other tissues, uncoupling them from
control by the SCN even on a test day when food is not
presented78. Moreover, when liver tissue from animals
that have been subject to restricted feeding is cultured, the
spontaneous circadian cycle of Per1::luc activity is
advanced to match the behaviour and is sustained in vitro
for several cycles79. The rate of this advance is
tissue-specific: for example, the lung is slower to
respond than the liver, and it is possible that the elusive
food-entrainable oscillator reflects intrinsic circadian
properties of the liver, and/or activity in neural centres
that receive hepatic sensory information, such as the
ventromedial hypothalamus. Intriguingly, homozygous
Clock-mutant mice exhibit food-entrainable activity
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rhythms and cycles of clock gene expression in the
heart, indicating that factors other than Clock can, at
least for one or two cycles, sustain the oscillator80,81.
What type of feeding-dependent signal might
synchronize the peripheral circadian network? Restricted
feeding perturbs the circadian rhythm of glucocorticoid
secretion, which shows an accessory peak associated with
anticipatory arousal76,82. Systemic injection of the glucocorticoid receptor agonist dexamethasone acutely shifts
the cycle of liver gene expression in vivo, advancing or
delaying expression of Dbp and Rev-erbα, depending on
when it is administered. Glucocorticoids can also induce
circadian Per expression in cell cultures83, but these
actions alone cannot explain resetting by restricted feeding, not least because injections designed to mimic the
induced glucocorticoid peak and delivered in vivo fail to
reset the liver Per1::luc cycle subsequently measured
in vitro79. Moreover, restricted feeding, but not injection
of dexamethasone, can entrain the liver gene expression
rhythm in mice carrying a liver-specific deletion of the
glucocorticoid receptor83,84. In fact, entrainment to
restricted feeding is faster in mice with the liver-specific
receptor knockout. It seems likely, therefore, that the
endogenous glucocorticoid rhythm that is driven by
the SCN in vivo opposes rather than facilitates the
response to restricted feeding. The ability of restricted
feeding to shift peripheral oscillators depends on factors
that can over-ride this glucocorticoid-mediated inertia.
Restricted feeding causes periodic availability of
circulating macronutrients, and consequent activation
of many signalling pathways. In cultured fibroblasts, the
ability of serum shock to induce Per and set the oscillator
running is shared by activators of many intracellular
kinases, including protein kinase A, protein kinase C
and mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK)82,85,86,
many of which act ultimately through the CRE
sequences in Per genes40. There is considerable redundancy of these pathways, and blockade of individual
pathways does not compromise the overall response to
serum shock. Glucose can also initiate circadian gene
expression in fibroblast culture, although in an echo of
NPY-mediated non-photic resetting of the SCN, it does
so after acutely suppressing Per (possibly through
glucose-induced immediate-early genes)87. Insulin can
also induce Per and initiate the oscillator, although the
rise in insulin that is associated with feeding does not
seem to be necessary to drive liver gene expression
in vivo, as diabetic rats can entrain both anticipatory
behaviour and Per1::luc rhythms to restricted feeding88.
In vasculature smooth muscle, the oscillator can be initiated by angiotensin II and reset by retinoic acid, possibly
through interactions of retinoic acid nuclear receptors
with Clock/Bmal and Npas2/Bmal complexes66,89. In the
pars tuberalis of the pituitary gland, circadian Per
expression is phased to dawn45, driven by an interaction
between nocturnal melatonin secretion and adenosine90.
Many endocrine and paracrine cues, therefore, can
influence peripheral clocks in a tissue-specific manner.
Rhythmic cultures of immortalized SCN cells can
establish circadian gene expression in co-cultured fibroblasts91, indicating that internal entrainment mechanisms
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might be conserved and generalized. One common
factor might be changes in the metabolic status of a
tissue that affect its redox state92. For example, increasing
levels of the reduced metabolic co-factors NADPH
and NADH increase the affinity of Clock/Bmal and
Npas2/Bmal complexes for their target DNA in vitro,
and in neuroblastoma cells, transcriptional activation by
Npas2/Bmal is enhanced by treatment with lactate,
which increases NADH levels. This ‘redox’ model also
indicates a mechanism for transcriptional repression by
Cry in which Cry-bound FAD oxidizes the Clock and
Npas2/Bmal complexes, reducing their DNA-binding
affinity92. Although many tissues undergo pronounced
circadian cycles in redox state, reflecting a metabolic output of the loop, it remains to be determined how much
these changes feedback to reset the core loop in vivo.
Restricted feeding also depresses nocturnal core
body temperature78, and fibroblast cultures that are
incubated in a temperature cycle that reproduces this
modification sustain circadian gene expression for
longer than those incubated at a constant temperature93.
A larger-amplitude temperature cycle of 4°C can initiate
circadian gene expression de novo in fibroblasts, and
exposing mice to hot nights resets the phase of their liver
gene expression cycles in vivo, without affecting the
phase of the SCN clockwork. Although the mechanism
by which both physiological and non-physiological temperature cycles might entrain peripheral clocks is
unknown, metabolic status and/or the autonomic
nervous system might be involved. The latter has the
potential to drive or reset peripheral oscillators; for
example, local circadian Per gene expression can be
abolished by sympathetic denervation of the pineal
gland or liver in vivo, and it can be acutely induced
by adrenergic agonists94,95. Circadian regulation of autonomic tone might therefore contribute to the phasing
and amplitude of peripheral clocks.
These findings not only highlight the potential
complexity of maintaining circadian order across
peripheral functions, but they also emphasize the
problems posed by environmental regimes that provide
conflicting signals to the circadian system, such as those
experienced by shift workers and during jet-lag. Altered
behavioural patterns, meal schedules, lighting regimes
or environmental temperature will perturb the
synchrony of the resonant network, with potentially
serious physiological consequences. Equally, ageing
undermines internal temporal order. Although the
circadian rhythm of Per1::luc in the SCN is not affected
by age, old rats show marked changes in the robustness
and relative phasing of peripheral oscillations75.
Disturbances of the ‘phase map’ could arise from alterations in the ability of the SCN to communicate with
peripheral targets or from changes in clock function in
individual tissues. In humans, a progressive advance
in timing and loss of precision of the sleep/wake cycle
accompanies ageing96,97, and is particularly pronounced
in Alzheimer’s disease98–100. These abnormalities of
circadian behaviour are accompanied by changes in
the phase, amplitude and precision of the core body
temperature rhythm, and it is likely that ageing and
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particularly dementia are accompanied by a global
disturbance of circadian metabolic order. Disturbances
of the sleep/wake cycle are the primary cause of institutionalization in dementia97,101. Management regimes
that minimize or restrict these disturbances, such
as regular light/dark cycles, exercise and dietary
programmes, and timed administration of circadian
cues such as melatonin, might ameliorate these disturbances and delay institutionalization97. In the longer
term, identification of the tissue-specific molecular
pathways that sustain the phase map will support the
development of more precise therapies.
Circadian networks and disease

Circadian control of normal physiology will inevitably
lead to circadian variation in disease. For example, acute
cardiovascular and cerebrovascular episodes, such as
angina pectoris102 and intracerebral haemorrhagic
stroke103, show a pronounced morning peak associated
with circadian changes in blood pressure, cardiac output
and so on (FIG. 4). The relative risk for initiation of acute
myocardial infarction (AMI) is 40% higher in the
morning, and relative to other causes, about 9% of all
AMI can be attributed to this circadian wave104. For sudden cardiac death, meta-analysis indicates an increased
risk of 30% in the morning, and the circadian surge
contributes about 7% of total causes104. The hours
immediately after awakening are therefore a crucial
period for those suffering from CVD105. Therapies
designed to alleviate this circadian load would have an
important impact on morbidity and mortality across
the developed world. For example, beta-blockers that
attenuate the circadian surge in autonomic activation also
stop the morning peak of CVD106,107, and timed-release
formulations of anti-hypertensive agents that can be
taken at bedtime have been designed to target the
morning ‘crisis-point’108–110.
The identification of local circadian clocks provides
new ways to address this problem. First, it implicates
local tissue-specific events as potential contributors to
temporal patterning of CVD, which might be amenable
to local modulation. Second, it reveals a molecular
mechanism, the core loop, as a source of circadian
prevalence and therefore a target for local, tissue-specific
therapy, independent of the SCN and other clock
mechanisms. Third, factors responsible for entraining
or sustaining the local circadian loop are avenues
for management. Fourth, it emphasizes the importance
of local CCGs as direct or indirect mediators of
circadian prevalence. Finally, the contribution of a
resonant network of tissue-based oscillators means
that crucial processes will behave in non-linear and
time-sensitive ways.
Peripheral oscillators contribute to the circadian
prevalence of CVD in many ways (FIG. 4). First, the heart
has an intrinsic clock that enables it to anticipate,
prepare for and adapt to circadian changes in physiological demand111. In vitro, the rat heart shows
pronounced circadian variation in contractile function,
which is sustained by circadian variation in oxidative
metabolism. This is associated with circadian rhythms
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in the expression of a range of CCGs that are involved in
carbohydrate utilization, mitochondrial function and
fatty acid metabolism, and are driven by the core loop of
Per/Cry-mediated negative feedback111. In experimentally
induced cardiac hypertrophy, the core molecular oscillator
continues to cycle, but circadian expression of clockcontrolled transcription factors, including Dbp, is
blunted112. Furthermore, the circadian cycle of metabolic
gene expression is lost, and many of the genes remain at
or close to their circadian nadir throughout the 24 h.
Under these conditions of attenuated output, the tissue
will be less able to prepare for, and cope with, routine
increases in physiological demand, predisposing it to
metabolic crisis. In a different model of contractile
dysfunction, streptozotocin-induced diabetes in rats,
the molecular cycles retain their normal amplitude,
but show a phase advance of about 3 h (REF. 113), whereas
spontaneously hypertensive rats show a marked
increase in the amplitude of daily rhythms of mRNA
encoding components of the renin-angiotensin
system114. Clearly, one aim of treatments for cardiovascular dysfunction should be to facilitate or restore
circadian control of cardiac gene expression.
Circadian variation in blood pressure also contributes
to periodic CVD — the morning peak of blood pressure
being retained in hypertension110. The peak depends on
several factors, including circadian changes in cardiac
output and autonomic tone, and changes in the tone of
vascular smooth muscle (VSM). The VSM contains an
intrinsic oscillator that can be initiated in culture by
serum stimulation66 and angiotensin89, both of which
acutely induce Per expression (the latter through MAPK
signalling), and can sustain circadian cycles of gene
expression driven by Clock, Npas2 and Bmal1. Once
running, this oscillator can be reset by retinoic acid or
glucocorticoids. Retinoic acid receptors interfere with
gene expression that depends on Npas2/Clock/Bmal1
complexes. Retinoic acid can also reset circadian gene
expression in the aorta and heart in vivo. The transcription factor Dbp is controlled by this local oscillator,
although it is not clear how rhythmic gene activity in the
VSM is coupled to circadian changes in vascular tone.
The endothelium also contributes to rhythms in vascular
tone in vivo, maintaining circadian changes in flowmediated dilatation of the arterial wall115,116 and vasodilatation in the skin117, both of which show a morning
trough that is associated with the highest risk of CVD.
Circadian release by the endothelium of endothelins,
which are potent vasoconstrictors, might also contribute
to the rhythm in vascular tone117; in fibroblast cultures,
endothelin-1 induces Per and initiates the circadian
oscillator63. Circadian regulation of vascular tone might
therefore involve coordination of molecular oscillators in
both endothelium and VSM, synchronized by endothelins and other entraining factors acting on the core loop.
Circadian incidence of CVD is also caused by
variation in haematogenous factors. The tendency of
platelets to aggregate is increased after waking118, thrombosis is more likely in the morning119 and the efficacy of
tissue plasminogen activator (tPA) and other thrombolytic agents in breaking down clots is lowest in the
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Figure 4 | Peripheral circadian clocks in cardiovascular disease. Local circadian oscillators in the vascular endothelium,
smooth muscle and myocardium, based on clock gene feedback loops, are synchronized by signals from the suprachiasmatic
nuclei (SCN). They drive tissue-specific circadian patterns of clock-controlled gene (CCG) expression, represented here by Pai1,
Dbp and Glut4 (glucose transporter 4)89,111,125. In turn, these molecular cycles sustain local clock-dependent physiologies, including
circadian cycles in thrombolytic activity of tissue plasminogen activator (tPA)121, vasodilatation117, blood pressure and heart rate153.
These fluctuating physiological states interact with each, further maintaining synchrony between the peripheral oscillators. Clockdependent cardiovascular pathologies, for example infarction, ischaemia106,153 and stroke103, are a consequence of the actions of
the network of local circadian oscillators in vascular tissues. Because the local tissue oscillators show regional differences in their
molecular components, their cellular outputs and the synchronizing factors to which they respond, they present new avenues for
therapeutic intervention that can be effected locally, and without impact on the principal oscillator of the SCN.
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morning120–123. These changes in the likelihood of clotting
and the resistance of thrombi once formed arise from
circadian changes in endothelial and blood cell function124, including a daily rhythm in the activity of
plasminogen activator inhibitor (Pai1), which counteracts the thrombolytic effect of endogenous tPA124. Pai1
is a typical CCG of vascular endothelium. Its expression is
driven by Clock/Bmal2 complexes acting through
circadian E-box sequences, and is opposed by Per/Cry
complexes67,125. In the rat heart, the peak of Pai1 enzyme
activity is synchronized to the onset of nocturnal
locomotor activity and corresponds to a circadian peak in
mRNA expression125. This circadian mRNA peak is lost in
the Clock mutant mouse126, whereas in the wild-type
mouse, restricted feeding can phase-shift the Pai1 rhythm
in the heart, just as it shifts rhythmic Per expression126.
Although the factors that mediate this shift of the Pai1
rhythm are unknown, they are independent of Clock
insofar as they can drive rhythmicity of Pai1 in the heart
of Clock mutants, an echo of the ability of light to drive
Per in the SCN of these mutants. Pai1 mRNA is also
rhythmically expressed in the endothelium of other
tissues, including the kidneys125, and it can be upregulated
by glucocorticoids — an additional rhythmic cue and
mediator of stress127.
Circadian prevalence of CVD arises from a complex
interplay among local oscillators in the heart, endothelium and VSM, their endocrine interactions, and their
regulation by SCN-dependent changes in autonomic
tone, feeding, stress and energetic demands. The
involvement of this and other resonant circadian networks in healthy physiology helps to explain the severe
cost of circadian desynchronization. In transgenic rats
subjected to 6- or 9-h shifts of the light/dark cycle, the
rhythm of Per1::luc activity in the SCN adjusts rapidly.
However, the circadian cycles of the viscera take several
days to readjust, and they do so at different rates, so the
phase map of the circadian network is ‘scrambled’10. In
hamsters with pre-existing cardiomyopathy, such circadian desynchronization decreases survival by about
11% (REF. 128), and in mice it accelerates the growth of
transplanted tumours129. In the tau mutant hamster, the
20-h circadian period is associated with enhanced metabolic rate and reduced growth130,131. In modern society,
shift-work is the most prevalent cause of circadian
dyschrony6. It causes marked alterations in the cardiac
autonomic profile132 and is strongly associated with
CVD and other chronic illnesses, including gastrointestinal disease7. One direct circadian link between
CVD and gastrointestinal dysfunction lies in the
physiological response to meals. High circulating levels
of triacylglycerol (TAG) are a known risk factor in
CVD133, promoting cholesterol deposition in the arterial
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Conclusions
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